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FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
It’s 3:00 in the morning and my first alarm is ringing.
As I try to muster the energy to get out of a warm,
soft bed, the words from a 1980s commercial
somehow come into my head: It’s time to make
the donuts. But as much as I’d like a glazed treat,
I’m not headed to Dunkin’ Donuts. I’m headed to
Galena to meet Eric Coury as he sets out to groom
the BCRD Nordic trails. For me, this is a special event;
for Eric, it’s his workday routine – through all kinds of
weather, in the middle of frigid nights, he is one of
nine BCRD employees who keep hours with the owls
to lay beautiful tracks over 200 km of world-class
Nordic trails.
It is a whole different perspective on the trails:
Sitting in the behemoth snow cat, bright headlights
shining a hole in the darkness as Eric smoothly drives
up and down Psycho, Rip and Tear, and Cherry
Ridge. Six hours later, my back is stiff but the trail is
unbroken corduroy and smooth classic tracks.
I’ve made a goal this winter to ride with the BCRD
groomers on all of the trails, to better understand
what goes into making this trail system work.

TRAIL SPOTLIGHT

JENNY’S WAY

My first experience was in Quigley Canyon, with Eric
Rector, our Director of Trails, the day after the first
snowstorm in November. At that point, Eric wasn’t
laying tracks; he was packing it. Each year begins
with the entire trail system being “track packed.” This
creates the base for all future grooming and the
beginnings of a firm ski track.
The BCRD groomers work day in day out, on
holidays and weekends during the entire season,
and each of them has great stories to tell. Jim, or
“Nemo,” describes a particularly dramatic drive to
Galena one night when the road became a singlelane snow tunnel. Eric Coury tells about having a
snow cat break down while out on Billy’s Bridge. He
had to trudge through waist-deep snow and wade
cross the river to hitch a ride at the highway.
This is the kind of behind-the-scenes dedication by a
thoughtful, intrepid crew that makes for great skiing
for the rest of us. Because of their work, I – along
with thousands of others – can show up when the
temperature hits the comfortable double-digits,
maybe even after having a donut, strap on my skis,
and glide.
MARK DAVIDSON

Jenny’s Way is an iconic loop of gentle,
intermediate terrain in the North Valley. It’s
named after iconic community organizer
Jenny Busdon, who is a champion of the
trails, founder of the Galena Benefit, and
long-time cheerleader of BCRD.
Length: 5.5 kilometers
Difficulty: Moderate
Groom: Skate & Classic
Click to watch a video of Jenny
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HEY THERE, KIDS!
We hope you’ll join us for a round of Winter Fun BINGO in
Feburary. Do all of the activities in a row, column, or on a
diagonol to complete the challenge.
Once you have BINGO, you’ll be eligible for a prize!
Download the game board and read the FAQs at
https://www.bcrd.org/celebrate-the-trails.php.

LOVE YOUR TRAILS: DOG EDITION
Did you know that the BCRD maintains over 105
kilometers of dog-friendly Nordic and snowshoe
trails? Talk about a pup’s paradise!
Bringing your dog on the trail is a great way to
exercise and spend time with your favorite canine,
but it comes with some responsibilities, too. “The
amount of dog waste we’re seeing left on the trail
is overwhelming this year,” shares Courtesy Patrol
Supervisor Cindy Hamlin. “We ask everyone to
respect the trails and other skiers by leaving no trace
and keeping their dogs under control.”

When you head out this winter, please be sure to:
Pick up your dog’s waste and dispose of it
properly. Do not leave waste bags on the side
of the trail.
Keep your dog under voice and sight control
at all times or on leash. Please leave 		
aggressive dogs at home.
Leave your dog in the car until you are ready
to hit the trail, and avoid letting them run 		
around parking lots and trailheads.

SKI FREE
DAY
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Enjoy free Nordic skiing and
snowshoeing on all BCRD
winter trails on:

SATURDAY, FEB 20
Next Ski Free Day:
March 24, 2021

